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Chalets trPrimevères tt , ttBruyères tt and
trGenêts
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ln a wonderful location with a lovely view of the lake of Eguzon, our
chalets Primevères, Bruyères, Genêts are entirely equipped for 8
people with cutlery [V, washing machine, dishwasher, microwave
oven, little oven grill, percolator, electric kettle), and bedding (pillows
and blankets for 1 double bed, 1 folding double bed and 4 single
beds). The chalets also provide a shaded patio and balcony. These
chalets are ideal for those who wish to take an autumn or winter
break. Sheets can be hired at the reception.
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ChaleÈs "Àubépine" and "Coquelicot"
Overseeing the campsite, in peacefulwooded surroundings, the
brown chalets Aubépine and coquelicot are entirely equipped for 7
people with cutlery (little oven grill, percolator, electric kettle,
microwave oven), and bedding (pillows and blankets for: 1 double
bed, 1 bunk bed and 3 single beds). The chalets also provide a
shaded patio and are comfortable throughout the year.
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Sheets can be hired at the reception.
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Cha1ets"Lilas ", "Mimosas ", "Erab1e"
"Châtaig'nier", "Chêne ", "Marronnier"
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ln a pleasant location, these chalets are entirely equipped for 5 to 7
people with cutlery (TV, washing machine, dishwasher, little oven
grill, percolator, electric kettle), and bedding (pillows and blankets
for: 1 double bed, 1 folding double bed and 3 single beds).
The chalets also provide a shaded patio. Sheets can be hired at
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the reception.

Chalets
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t'Cannastt and ttFlamboyanttt

ln a pleasant location and with a unique view of the lake, the chalets
Cannas and Flamboyants are entirely equipped for 3 to 5 people
with cutlery (TV, washing machine, dishwasher, little oven grill,
percolator, electric kettle, microwave oven), and bedding (pillows and
blankets for: I double bed, I folding double bed and 1 single bed).
The chalets also provide a shaded patio and lake view.
Sheets can be hired at the reception. These chalets are specially
designed for people with reduced mobility.
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